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VOICES FOR CALM

The R Factor holiday show will bring Christmas
cheer to campus on Dec. 2. page 7

MENTAL HEALTH DURING FINALS

Students should prioritize their health at the most
stressful time of the semester. page 8

GLOBAL WINNING WAYS

Increase in number of foreign student athletes is
key to Rider’s success. page 12

Rider traditions light the way

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

Students, faculty and staff take part in a celebration of cultural diversity.
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SEE ANNUAL
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Students gather in front of the Moore library to celebrate the annual lighting of the library on Nov. 18.

Negotiations between faculty and administration ‘very far apart’

D

By Thomas Regan
ESPITE several

negotiation meetings throughout the fall semester, Rider administrators and faculty union negotiators are poised to finish the term in an
impasse, recently wrangling via email alone, and each side issuing written statements Tuesday to Rider’s educators.
The union’s lead negotiator, in an interview Tuesday, grimly acknowledged the
parties remain “very far apart” in negotiations to reduce costs.
The two groups have met several times since the start of the semester; however,
Jeffrey Halpern, lead negotiator for Rider’s chapter of the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP), said “fundamentally different goals” continue to
hinder discussions.
“We’re still going to try and close the gap and come to some agreement,” he
said. “But, this isn’t [really a situation where] I started here and you started there,
so let’s meet in the middle. No, that’s not going to happen. There is going to need to
be a change in the goals.”
The conversations between the administration and the AAUP began in early
September, after President Gregory Dell’Omo announced a projected deficit of $10
million for the 2017 fiscal year.
In the wake of the financial issues, Wall Street credit-rating agency Standard
& Poor’s downgraded Rider’s profile to BBB- on Nov. 28, citing “weakened credit
characteristics, including deficit operating trends with growing losses expected, an
above-average endowment spending rate and modest financial resources.”
The ratings agency assigns a grade that measures a company’s ability to repay its
debt, which means the lower the grade, the more it will cost to borrow money.
During recent negotiations between the administration and the AAUP, Halpern
said the faculty union proposed a plan that would incentivize retirement in an effort
to bring the university’s population of long-tenured and higher-paid professors in
line with its competitors.
Dell’Omo was not available for comment on Nov. 29. However, in an email to
faculty, he said, “Given the pressing nature of the situation, and the need to find
short-term solutions as soon as possible, I had hoped these discussions would have
progressed further by now. The growing gap between our revenue and the net

tuition that the market will bear and our cost of instruction relative to peers are
major factors driving our deficits, and must be addressed.”
Halpern said the AAUP’s offer could save Rider $5.5 million annually in the cost
of instruction by 2020.
However, in a Nov. 21 email to AAUP negotiators that the union shared with
faculty members on Nov. 29, Rider’s Associate Vice President for Human Resources
and Affirmative Action Robert Stoto said the cost of instruction is “out of line with
its peers for more reasons than faculty longevity.”
In the union’s email reply to Stoto, Halpern compared Rider’s labor-expense
increases to that of university officers. According to the email, the cost of labor has
grown 7.8 percent between fiscal years 2012 and 2016, while Rider officer salaries
have increased 18.7 percent in that time.
Kristine Brown, university spokeswoman, could not confirm or comment on the
numbers exchanged in the emails.
“The administration received this information only [Monday]. ... The administration has responded by requesting that the AAUP leadership provide the detail
supporting their analysis, including the assumptions behind the conclusions they
presented,” Brown said in a written statement to The Rider News on Tuesday.
Halpern also indicated in the email that AAUP faculty labor costs are currently
at 37.9 percent of the total cost of labor, which is below the 38.5 percent cost in
2012.
According to the terse, back-and-forth emails, the union claimed administration’s proposal would slash full-time bargaining member benefits from $32,600 per
member to $20,300.
Halpern compared the current benefit package to that of Monmouth, which the
email said is $32,090. Cutting benefit packages, he worries, will damage the university’s ability to recruit students and add to the faculty.
“Faculty morale is at the lowest it has ever been in my nearly 40-year career at
Rider,” Halpern said in an interview. “[Recent negotiations] have left faculty members feeling they have no ground to stand on with everySEE
thing shifting. The administration wants the faculty to be
NEGOTIATIONS
focused on developing new programs, but how can
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Suspicious toilet tank

Sitting duck

An interesting combination. On Nov. 18 at 1:34
a.m., Public Safety was dispatched to Ziegler Hall
for the report of suspected marijuana. Upon arrival,
officers met with two female staff members who
escorted them to the part of the building where they
detected the smell. The restroom in the area was
examined and one of the staff members stated she
noticed the suspected marijuana on the toilet tank.
Neither staff member saw anyone enter or exit the
area. Upon further examination, it was concluded
that along with remnants of suspected marijuana,
innards of a cigar were found in the toilet as well.
Public Safety currently has no suspects and encourages anyone with information to reach out to them
immediately.

His priorities are clear. On Nov. 16 at 4:35 p.m.,
Public Safety was dispatched to Centennial House in
response to a fire alarm. Upon arrival, officers were
sorting out the evacuation when they noticed a male
student in the basement playing video games instead
of evacuating. Officers asked the student why he did
not leave and he said he was sorry. The student is
being charged with fire safety and fire hazard violations and the matter has been referred to the Office of
Community Standards. Public Safety urges all members of the community to evacuate buildings when
instructed to in order to make finding the cause of
the evacuation safer and more efficient.

Pool problems

Cue the medical team. On Nov. 19 at 9:50
p.m., Public Safety was dispatched to the Student
Recreation Center in response to a student suffering an eye injury. Upon arrival, officers met with the
victim, a male student who said he was accidentally
struck by a pool cue while playing pool. The student
was given an ice pack to diminish minimal swelling
and he declined further medical attention. Public
Safety told the student to contact them if further
medical attention was needed in the future.
— Information provided by Director of Public Safety
Vickie Weaver

H

By Lauren Lavelle
ENRY J. Frank, former finance
professor and active member of
Rider’s chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP), died on Nov. 20 in
Voorhees, NJ.
Born on June 29, 1919, in Brooklyn,
NY, Frank graduated high school at age
16 and went on to attend Columbia
University where he recieved his
Bachelor of Arts in Political Economy
in 1938.
Frank served as a reconnaissance officer in the Army Corps of
Engineering and retired his service
after Victory in Europe Day.
After recieving his Doctorate in
Political Economy from Columbia

University in 1958, Frank taught economics and finance at the New Jersey
College for women, Fairleigh Dickinson
University and Rider University. He
remained a member of Rider’s chapter of the AAUP for 70 years and two
awards are given anually in his name.
Frank also gave financial consulting
services to governments in Maine,
Montgomery County, Maryland and
several New Jersey jurisdictions.
“We are saddened by the loss
of Henry Frank, a long time Rider
professor who played a pivotal role
in the founding of our Rider AAUP
chapter,” said Arthur Taylor, a professor of computer information systems
and president of Rider’s chapter of
the AAUP. “His attention to detail, his

parliamentarian skills, and his deep
commitment to the principles of academic freedom and shared governance
made him a valuable asset to the Rider
AAUP.
“He is remembered as a sometimes
argumentative but always friendly
individual with deep intellectual skills
and a strong connection to the individuals and institutions he held dear.
While we will miss him, his life and his
commitment to our institution act as
an inspiration and a reminder of what
we represent and what we aspire to
achieve,” said Taylor.
He is survived by his wife of 71
years, Bernice M. Frank, and his three
children; Ellyn McMullin; Elliot Steven
Frank; and Carolyn Frank.

Courtesy of Town Topics.

Community mourns passing of professor, AAUP member

Former finance professor Henry J. Frank.

Renewable energy summit answers student concerns

W

By Alexis Schulz

Alexis Schulz/The Rider News

HILE electric cars have become more cost
efficient, and solar and wind energy have
become more mainstream, questions on the
continuation of renewable energy arise with
the election of Donald Trump as president.
Doug O’Malley, Environment New Jersey; Lyle
Rawlings, Mid Atlantic Solar Energy Industries
Association; and Michael Brogan, professor and chair
of the political science department, answered student
and faculty questions about renewable energy and the
election of Trump on Nov. 17 at Rider.
“I’m continuing to get questions of ‘What now
for the environment?’ ‘What now for clean energy or
climate change?’” said O’Malley. “You cannot veto
innovation or scientific progress. You certainly can’t
boot out our office climate science. It’s up to us what
climate action is going to be in the coming months
and years of the Trump administration.”
According to O’Malley, when talking about renewable energy and climate change, air pollution and
Professor and chair of the political science department Michael Brogan discusses the efficiency of renewable energy.
ozone standards come into play. Most counties in New
Jersey are out of compliance with ozone standards,
including Mercer County.
energized because now they all have something to
currently in the legislature that would benefit renew“The amount of pediatric asthma rates in the state
fight for.
able energy in New Jersey, according to Rawlings.
have tripled over the last decade; we’ve seen it become
“There is an importance in empowering our future
“There are many things that would have to be
in some ways normalized, where your classmates have
and getting involved,” he said. “There is a benefit
done to make this act possible but New Jersey can
inhalers and that’s not how it always used to be,” he
to the Trump administration in that they will get us
support it,” he said.“The renewable energy transition
said. “We
energized. It’s going to get us ready every day because,
act not only has 80
have close
you know, it’s a fight and all the things that we push
percent renewable
to 800,000
forward are at risk. This is a great thing and with stuelectricity by 2050
people in
dents because the issues that are important for me are
but also 30 percent
the state
important for you but ultimately this is our future.”
reduction in energy
who suffer
Doug O’Malley, Environment New Jersey conservation and
from asthma;
there are a bunch
close to 200,000 are
of other things we
children. We must remember that when we’re talking
have to do to make this work,” he said. “We need to
about clean, renewable energy. We’re talking about
build new infrastructure to be able to handle this solar
climate change, we’re talking about the impacts right
and wind power that we would build offshore of the
now for New Jersey and air pollution has got to be one
state.”
Brogan said that although many may be upset
of the top ones.”
about the outcome of the election, students can get
There is a Renewable Energy Transition Act

‘‘

It’s up to us what climate action is going to be in
the coming months and years...”
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New internship gives students oportunities with NASA

S

By Theresa Evans
OME internships

involve getting coffee and filing
papers, but others can have critical thinking
and technical knowledge applied to real-world
experience.
The Exploration and Space Communications
(ESC) division at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center is one of many divisions accepting internship
applications for summer 2017.
“NASA has one of the most prestigious internship
programs in the country,” said Todd Weber, professor
and chair of the biology department. “These internships provide a tremendous opportunity to engage
in cutting-edge research with premiere scientists of
the world. Rider science students have the benefit of
an associate director from NASA on Rider’s Science
Advisory Board, actively encouraging and offering
to assist our students in capitalizing on these prime
opportunities.”
Although students studying electrical and systems
engineering make up the majority of interns in the
ESC division, there are opportunities for communication, education, finance, business and human
resources majors as supporting staff, according to ESC
intern program coordinator Sandra Vilevac.
“We are looking for students who are hungry for
knowledge,” said Vilevac. “We want our interns to
be critical thinkers who demonstrate leadership and
can interact with different types of people. Potential
interns must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.0, but
we look for more than just grades; we are looking for
character.”
Students are encouraged to apply for a specific
title within the division even if they are unfamiliar
with the job description; they learn the content during
their experience, according to Vilevac. Interns balance knowledge and technical skills; they are put in

positions to think critically and test their ideas on real
problems.
“Applying for internships is often daunting, both
in terms of finding the opportunities and preparing
persuasive applications,” said Weber. “Both the science faculty and the Career Development and Success
office at Rider are committed to working with students
to help them take advantage of these opportunities.
Students who have engaged with the science community at Rider are exceptionally well-prepared for
internships like these. Many of our students have had
outstanding experiences in other programs, oftentimes
outperforming their peers from high-profile institutions. I have no doubt that Rider students will also do
exceptionally well in NASA programs.”
Students are matched with mentors before the
10-week program starts, giving both parties time to
develop close relationships. Interns are never given
isolated busy work; it is very rigorous and students
work hard, according to Vilevac. Interns are hired
starting at age 16 through Ph.D. level, but the majority
are undergraduate and masters students. All positions
are paid.
“Students can make their résumés stand out by
clearly communicating their skills and work experience,” said Vilevac. “In addition, we encourage
students to be unique, tell us what makes you stand
out from the crowd. We value unique and passionate points of view. For example, we found one intern
very interesting last summer who was doing her own
research to understand why women do not go into
STEM careers. She ended up contributing many new
skills to our team as well as inspiring young, future
women interns.”
Interns are expected to present at the end of the
program to a Goddard Space Flight Center audience. There are five practice runs for preparation
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followed by one final conference, according to Vilevac.
Students are given the opportunity to learn professional skills throughout the process. They are expected
to present a broad understanding of the work they
accomplish throughout their internship. Students
learn to build relationships with their mentor team
who offer them the chance to learn real-world skills.
Students will also create a portfolio that will serve as
evidence for their résumé.
The ESC division is sketching out network architecture for 40-50 years in the future, according to
Vilevac. Interns offer a new perspective and knowledge that further propose solutions to daily project
challenges. Interns can potentially turn into future
employees who will continue what ESC is currently
working on.
“Experience is the gold standard for developing
as a career scientist,” said Weber. “To be accepted
for internships like these is in itself laudable. The
networking potential is tremendous, and oftentimes
experiences like these can lead to lifelong careers for
some people; for others, this can lead to opportunities in other fields. It is imperative that students make
themselves as distinctive as possible. Sometimes it’s
difficult to envision all the benefits of taking a step like
this, but most successful professionals will confess that
they ended up where they are by taking advantage of
opportunities that led to paths they hadn’t anticipated.
Once students make this first leap, their confidence in
their abilities is bolstered, and doors begin to open.”
“Interns will leave with a valuable experience,” said
Vilevac. “They are motivated. We are motivated. Our
combined ambition will benefit both sides. I strongly
suggest to apply now because you want to get your
profiles in the system. There are a variety of locations
to choose from. Be bold, apply and work hard.”

Lincoln Hall closes for hours; students warned of gas leak

A

By Brandon Scalea
GAS leak outside of Lincoln Hall resulted in the
building being closed for seven hours, according
to Mike Reca, vice president of facilities and university operations.
While facilities staff members were conducting
their daily rounds early on Nov. 28, they detected the
odor of natural gas outside the building. The employees then entered the building where the smell still
lingered.
As a precaution, Public Safety and Residence Life
went room-to-room evacuating students. They were
told of the situation, and given time to get dressed and
retrieve whatever belongings they needed. The building was completely cleared of students by 9:30 a.m.,
Reca said.
Sophomore sports management major Joseph

Aresta said he was in class at the time of the evacuation, but he wasn’t surprised when he heard what
happened.
“I was heading back to my room to take a nap and
public safety officers were outside telling me I couldn’t
get back in,” he said. “I received an email around
11:30 a.m. explaining there was a gas leak. I smelled
gas last night, so I really wasn’t surprised.”
After inspection, it was determined the source of
the leak was in the plumbing on the outside of the
building, and underground. Reca said there were no
leaks inside of Lincoln. Once the leak was identified,
repairs began immediately and ended just after 4
p.m.
At this time, gas service was restored and students
were allowed back in.
To counter the inconvenience of students not

Negotiations continue
CONT’D FROM P. 1

people focus on that when they’re
really worried about being laid off next
year? Or if their compensation will be
cut so much, they cannot support their
family.”
Brown said the university will continue to discuss necessary measures to
lower costs.
“The administration firmly believes
that continuing a dialogue with the
AAUP about these important matters
is very important, and remains ready
and willing to do so,” Brown said in the
written statement.
Dell’Omo will meet with faculty and
staff to provide presidential updates on
Dec. 1 at 11:30 a.m. in Talbott 1 on the
Princeton campus and at 4:30 p.m. in
the Cavalla Room on the Lawrenceville
campus.
Despite the projected deficit and the
downgrade of Rider’s credit-rating,
Standard & Poor’s report said the
organization expects the university to
recover or stabilize.

“The stable outlook reflects our
anticipation that, over the two-year
outlook period, Rider will maintain
sufficient financial resources and current demand metrics as it continues to
stabilize, if not grow, enrollment,” the
report said. “While we expect operating deficits in the near term, we also
expect the university to progress toward
break-even results over time through
management’s strategic initiatives and
cost-saving measures.”
For the full S&P report, please visit www.
theridernews.com.

having access to their rooms, Lincoln residents were
encouraged throughout the day to utilize the Student
Recreation Center showers and changing stations, as
well as Moore Library for a place to study.
Reca said he was happy the situation was solved in
a timely manner and that no students were harmed by
the leak.
“No students reported feeling affected by exposure
to the gas,” he said. “Thankfully, repairs were made
quickly and there was minimal disruption to our
students.”

Campus prowler enters
rehabilitation program

T

By Alexis Schulz
HE man responsible for two sexual offenses in West Village and trespassing in
the Delta Phi Epsilon sorority house in October of 2015 was allowed into the
Mercer County Superior Court’s Pre Trial Intervention (PTI) Program.
Jon Cannon, 25, of Hamilton, was arrested on Oct. 2, 2015, with two
counts of third-degree burglary, one count of fourth degree criminal sexual contact and one count of fourth degree defiant trespassing. He was first being held
on $130,000 bail, which was then reduced to $70,000. Cannon posted bail on
Oct. 13 when, according to Casey Diblasio, spokeswoman for the Mercer County
Prosecutor’s Office, his bail was reduced again to $25,000.
When Cannon was arraigned on Oct. 6, he faced a five-year jail sentence and
a $15,000 fine for the two burglary charges and a potential 18-month jail sentence
and $10,000 fine for the trespassing and sexual contact charges.
On Oct. 24, Cannon was allowed into the PTI Program, a Mercer County
divisionary program offered to first time offenders with little to no criminal history, according to NJ.com. If the program is completed, the offender obtains no
criminal record.
In addition to the incidents at Rider, Cannon was arrested twice in the summer of 2015, in July for attempted auto theft and August for break-ins around the
White Horse, Hamilton area.
Kristine Brown, Rider spokeswoman, said the university has been made aware
of Cannon’s acceptance into the PTI program and had no further comment.
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By Lauren Lavelle
WARD-WINNING author

and Rider alumna Patti
Sheehy, ’68, visited select college reading classes
on Nov. 17 to discuss her critically acclaimed
nonfiction novel, “The Boy Who Said No.”
Published in 2013, “The Boy Who Said No” tells
the story of Frank Medero, a young Cuban boy living
under Castro’s regime who longs to join the love of his
life in the United States.
With a story of political struggle, Sheehy takes us
through a first-hand account of the hardships Cuban
citizens had to endure during Castro’s tough version
of leadership.
Accompanied by Medero himself, Sheehy discussed
how she initially became aware of the story and
shared her journey to get it published.
“I was working as director of marketing at the
Kennedy Health System and one day a young woman
came up to me and said, ‘My father has a great story
and I want someone to write it as part of our family
history,’” said Sheehy. “She wasn’t actually asking me
to write it, but I was thinking, OK, that will probably
be five pages double spaced, it will take me about a
week. So, I told her I would do it for her.”
Soon enough, after hearing the extensive detail in
Medero’s words, Sheehy knew five pages would not
suffice.
“I said, ‘Frank, I think we got a book on our
hands,’ said Sheehy. “I had never written a book
before. I had written some magazine articles and PR
writing brochures but the difference between that and
a book is enormous. I thought I would give it a try,
though.”
After a year of weekly meetings and countless
hours of writing and editing, Sheehy had a completed
manuscript ready to be shipped out to publishers.
For six months, Sheehy waited for a publishing
company to show interest in Medero’s story but,

unfortunately, none of them did.
“There’s a lot of doubts that go through your
head,” said Sheehy of the publication process. “I was
left with a manuscript that nobody wanted, so I was
pretty discouraged.”
Eventually, after more than a year of failed
attempts to put Medero’s voice on shelves, a publishing company finally took Sheehy up on her offer and
was willing to publish her novel.
“They said they looked at the manuscript and, even
though it was out of their genre, they liked it so much
they were going to publish it,” said Sheehy. “They
gave me a two-book contract.”
Soon after, “The Boy Who Said No” catapulted
into fame, winning The Benjamin Franklin Gold
Award and quickly becoming an Amazon #1 Best
Seller.
Medero, who has risen to modest fame after the
release of the novel, is always happy to tell his story
and elaborate further on his life at the numerous lectures he has given over the years.
“I had a great life growing up in Cuba, it was a
different place,” said Medero. “Just before the communists took over, it was a normal, ordinary country.
Life was cut short for me, though.”
Drafted into the Cuban army in 1964, Medero did
not have it easy and was often subjected to forms of
torture from communist sympathizers.
“They wanted to create a military fortress out of
Cuba,” said Medero. “Boys did not belong to their
parents; boys in a communist state belonged to the
state.”
Although his journey to America was not an easy
one, Medero does not regret his endeavors and feels
he owes his freedom to the friends who helped him
achieve his goal.
“My experience was tremendous and it still
lives with me,” said Medero. “So many people

Catch Up or Get Ahead
During 2016-17

WINTER
SESSION

Lauren Lavelle/The Rider News

Author shares success of novel with reading classes

Frank Medero, the subject of author and Rider alumna Patti
Sheehy’s novel “The Boy Who Said No,” discusses his time in Cuba.
take freedom for granted; it’s very sad to see that.
Relationships are so powerful and so important. I
would never have escaped that island without the help
of my friends and the motivation that the most beautiful girl in the world was waiting for me. I would have
moved mountains to get there.”
Overall, Sheehy credits her major for her curiosity
regarding Merdero’s story.
“I was a history major at Rider,” said Sheehy.
“Knowing something about history informed my narrative and helped me with my research.
Sheehy also hopes Medero’s story makes an impact
on people for the right reasons.
“This story came to me; I didn’t come to the story,”
said Sheehy. “I hope this story teaches people the
value of friendship, the value of love and a little bit
about the immigrant experience and what people go
through in order to get to freedom and this country.”
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at Mercer County
Community College
For students seeking to complete a
course in two weeks on campus or in five
weeks online this winter, Mercer County
Community College offers accelerated
classes during its traditional mid-winter
break.
Mercer’s 2016-17 Winter Session includes nearly 40 courses from across the
college curriculum.
Choose from 2-week on-campus classes
beginning January 3, or 5-week MercerOnline
classes beginning December 19.
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Looking at love through humor and music

R

IDER’S fall cabaret, “Welcome The Rain,” will
debut on Friday, Dec. 2, in the Yvonne Theater,
and will showcase rising talent. The performance
will feature comical songs surrounding the theme
of everlasting love.
Associate professor of Music Theater Voice
Mariann Cook has been directing for over 20 years
and chose the show because of its overarching message — allowing adversity to make you stronger.
“Most of the songs are about life and love and
loss and gain, subjects that resonate with any person
traversing through college or adulthood,” she said. “It
is my hope that the performers and the audience will
enjoy each slice of life presented.”
The title song, “Welcome The Rain,” essentially
has a sense of short-lived community and can be
interpreted as real and meaningful. Cook has worked
with theater students for weeks rehearsing each song,
all with a vision.
Performer and sophomore theater major Jack
Gerhard stated, “Cook helps you get on another level.
She encourages us to bring more depth that can be
communicated to the audience.”
Throughout the cabaret, there is no dialogue
present and each song embarks on a self-contained
story. The cast, predominately female, and Cook had
a vision to create a cabaret around the featured songs
and humor.
“Welcome The Rain” also features original composition from Goldrich and Heisler, a women writing
team that received the Fred Ebb Award for musical
theater songwriting. Both Goldrich and Heisler built

Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

By Mary-Lyn Buckley

Students performing in the fall cabaret rehearse for the upcoming performance on Dec. 2 in the Yvonne Theater.
their pieces around the theme of life and love.
Many featured songs performed throughout the
show focus on subjects that resonate with individuals traversing throughout college and adulthood.
Characters in the show can be found focusing on their
own life frustrations; however, all of the actors bring
a unique standpoint on how they choose to handle
reality.
Cook mandated actors to present their song as a
spoken monologue before even getting to sing a single
note of music. In addition to the spoken monologue, each performer had to present a short, written
discourse on what it means to them to “welcome the
rain;” they were then asked to incorporate what they

have written about into their scenes.
“This show focuses on people falling in love, losing
love and love coming together as a sense of renewal,”
said sophomore theater major Terrie Goins. “Breaking
up and coming together happens a lot in college. By
listening to the lyrics, you’ll get a sense of how to
learn and move on.”
Cook believes each song has a self-contained story,
which is delivered by the performer. She enclosed
her only aspiration at the end of the show is that the
singers and actors communicate: whether it be a story,
feeling or a thought.
“It is my hope that the performers and the audience will enjoy each slice of life presented,”she said.

Graduate intern impresses with work in public service

G

By Christian Ashe
OING back

to school is no easy
feat, but with the help of the
Rebovich Institute, one graduate
student was able to give himself a
new start.
Former Marine, current graduate
student and graduate assistant of the
Veteran and Military Affairs Office at
Rider, 46-year-old Thomas Reddington,
impressed his two employers this summer during the internships he obtained
through the aid of the Rebovich
Institute For New Jersey politics.
Reddington interned at the Office of
Homeland Security and Preparedness
in June and July, and then with the New
Jersey State Police in August.
As Reddington soon found out,
The New Jersey Office of Homeland
Security and Preparedness (NJ OHSP)
internship proved to be a fast-paced
experience.
“On day one, there’s an orientation,
and on day two they put you to work,”
he said. “It is not your typical program.
They already have a plan for you. I met
my supervisor and had a cubicle of my
own. I was surprised when they handed
me a list of everything that I had to do
for them.”
Working mainly in the Grants
Bureau, Reddington’s list of duties had
everyday tasks like making spreadsheets,
but he also had to learn about how
the government uses grants to fund
those that need money to start their
organizations.
One of Reddington’s duties at that
internship was writing an executive
summary, which is a summary of various grant programs across the state.
He wrote one that his director ended
up using in a meeting with the state
attorney general and the commandant
of the state police.
“I was told that I really did something of great significance,” Reddington
said. “Before I left my internship, I was

an expert on this subject and I had to
train new interns that were coming in.”
Some of the highlights of
Reddington’s experience at NJ OHSP
were the field trips interns got to go on.
They toured at the Newark office of
the FBI and the Newark office of NJ
OHSP. During these trips, he was able
to network with professionals, in addition to learning what each office was
responsible for and what their role is in
government and for the state of New
Jersey.
At his internship at the New Jersey
State Police, Reddington said his military background helped him fit in easily.
“The best thing about the state
police is that they have a strong tradition that is modeled after a militaristic
atmosphere, so I feel like my experience
in the military really helped me adjust
quickly there,” he said.
It was hard for Reddington to leave
the internship at the New Jersey State
Police Department because they were
prepared to hire him. However, he got
offered the graduate assistant position
for the Veteran and Military Affairs
office, which he agreed to take.
“Rider helped me with my tuition
for my remaining time here so it was
a great incentive,” he explained. “Not
only that, but I could also help those
who are just like me to achieve a
smooth transition.”
As a graduate assistant, Reddington
helps former military members attending classes at Rider adjust to civilian life
and also get acclimated to student life.
He makes sure that they are aware of
all the services at Rider and checks up
on them to ensure their experience is
going well.
Reddington recommends that
anybody who wants to learn how to
network, secure an internship and act
in a professional setting should take
Benjamin Dworkin’s Internship Guide
Seminar.

Dworkin, the director of The
Rebovich Institute, explained what the
seminar does for students who take it.
“The Rebovich Institute compiles
a Summer Internship Guide every
spring,” he said. “We usually have more
than 70 internship opportunities, covering a wide range of politics, government and public policy areas.”
Dworkin advises students to apply
for internships as soon as possible.

“The most important advice is to
start doing internships after your freshman year,” said Dworkin. “Each internship builds your network and provides
experience. By doing three internships
over the course of your undergraduate
career, you maximize your opportunities for landing a job in the future.”

WATCH PARTY

Join on December 5-6 for the 6th
annual live-streamed multimedia
show, traveling around the world
highlighting the top 24 carbon
dioxide emitting countries.
More info at 24hoursofreality.org
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EFORE students headed home for a
long weeken filled with food and family, the theater department brought
the classic “White Christmas” to
Rider on Nov. 20.
The show, directed and choreographed
by assistant professor Robin Lewis, had
show-stopping dance numbers and stunning music.
As the beautifully orchestrated overture,
conducted and musically directed by Louis
Goldberg, began, the audience knew that
the performance would not only bring the
joy of Christmas into their hearts, but that
they were in for a good time.
The show began with the classic “Happy
Holiday,” performed by the leading men
Bob Wallace and Phil Davis — played by
junior musical theater majors Nick Ziobro
and Daniel Maldonado, respectively — as
the two then-soldiers celebrated Christmas
during World War II in 1944. With a great
kick-off to this song-and-dance-filled musical, Ziobro and Maldonado brought just
the right amount of energy that would stay
throughout the entire performance, leading
right into Ziobro’s soulful execution of the
song of the show’s title.
Flash forward to 1954, where Bob and
Phil are now known across the nation as
the song-and-dance Broadway act, Wallace

and Davis. As they introduce themselves to
the audience as this act, Lewis’ tap-filled
choreography came into full swing with
the show-stopping performance of “Let
Yourself Go.” With a colorful performance
filled with some of Rider’s most talented
musical theater students, it’s no wonder
that the performance was sold-out nearly
every night.
With the two men on a journey to help
each other — Bob with Phil’s career and
Phil with Bob’s love life — they soon meet
the famous Haynes sisters, Betty and Judy,
played by junior musical theater major
Kelly Prendergast and sophomore musical theater major Allie Wiatrowski. As the
audience meets the two sisters through the
song “Sisters,” a 1920s-esque styled performance, it was clear that these two talented
ladies would intrigue not only Wallace and
Davis, but the crowd as well.
Although Betty and Bob struggled to
like each other in the beginning, Phil and
Judy had an instant chemistry, as seen in
the incredibly choreographed performance
of “The Best Things Happen While You’re
Dancing,” which not only brought out the
characters of the two, but also the dance
skills and strong partnership of Maldonado
and Wiatrowski, as well.
Hoping that Bob and Betty will fall in
love with each other, Phil and Judy set up a

plan in which Phil and Bob “unknowingly”
travel to Vermont, the same place the
Haynes sisters are traveling for a performance of their own.
The four performers, along with the
other train riders, are certain and ready for
the snow that they are about to encounter
in Vermont, singing an excited and upbeat
performance of “Snow;” however, all are
soon interrupted by the conductor, when
he announces that the weather for Vermont
is in the 70’s.
Wallace, Davis and the Haynes sisters
then check into a small inn in an attempt
to search for a performance venue over
the holidays. Met by the hotel’s concierge
Martha Watson, played by senior musical theater major Margaret Warrington,
the men also meet the hotel’s owner and
their former commander, General Henry
Waverly, played by junior theater studies
major Matthew Woodside.
After being granted permission by the
two to perform their act, through a series
of getting-to-know-you’s and rehearsals,
the first act ended with another dancefilled number in bright blue titled “Blue
Skies,” led by Ziobro in one of his greatest
performances on the Rider stage.
The second act began with just the same
amount of energy as the first, starting with
another tap-filled showstopper, “I Love a

Piano.”
Although the show primarily focused
on Wallace and Davis, through the song
“Falling Out of Love Can Be Fun,” the
audience was not only able to see the musical chops of Prendergast and Wiatrowski,
but of Warrington, as well, who showed off
to the audience her vocal skills.
As the rehearsals came and went, Bob
and Betty’s relationship seemed to struggle,
until Bob following Betty to New York
led her to rethink how she truly felt about
him and they both returned to Vermont to
profess their love to each other through the
soulful ballad of a reprise of “How Deep is
the Ocean.”
The performances of Wallace and Davis
and the Haynes sisters finally begin, after
hearing that General Waverly got his wish
of returning to the army. Each character
had their wish granted with snow finally
touching the ground and the show’s finale
of “White Christmas (Reprise)” and “I’ve
Got My Love to Keep Me Warm,” a performance that was filled with holiday red
and the true theatrical and Rider sense of
family.
These successful performances at the
Bart Luedeke Center Theater truly gave
a sense of family and love to Rider, just in
time for the holiday season.

Annual traditions spark Rider’s holiday spirit

A

By Lauren Lavelle

Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

S the crisp smell of hot chocolate drifted through
the air and students jumped and took pictures
on a large inflatable snow globe, the holidays
offically arrived at Rider during the annual
Celebration of Lights and lighting of the Moore
Library on Nov. 18.
To kick off the night, several of Rider’s multicultural clubs took part in the Celebration of Lights, a
beloved Rider tradition that celebrates the holiday
customs of religions by having a representative from
each organization explain their custom and then light
a candle to represent unity.
First introduced in 1991, the first Celebration of
Lights took place at the main entrance with only a
handful of students in attendance.
“It helps us move toward a time of peace, love,
justice and understanding through our holiday
traditions,” said Assistant Dean of Campus and
Community Engagement Richard Kopp.
The Unashamed Gospel Choir also made an
appearance and performed its renditions of several
classic holiday songs between presentations.
Next was the annual lighting of the Franklin Moore
Library.
The Rider community gathered for food, fun and
Students get into the holiday spirit by posing in a giant inflatable snowglobe at the lighting of the Moore library on Nov. 18.
holiday cheer as several student organizations, including the dance club and team, Rider Vibes and the On
taking on the role of queen.
for the Rider University community. As my time here
Fire spoken word club, gave live performances.
Electronically picked by the Rider community, the
at Rider closes, I will always remember the opportuThere were also various craft and awareness tables
titles of Cranberry King and Queen are bestowed
nities, memories and lifelong relationships that I will
for Relay for Life, Rider Serves and the Psychology
upon worthy members of the senior class who have
keep with me forever. Cranberry King is a humbling
Club to
made an impact on
testament to the amazing journey these past four years
promote
campus and rephave been. A special thank you to the Rider commutheir organiresent Rider’s core
nity for this honor.”
zations while
values.
“Cranberry Queen has been something that I have
also raising
Both students
wanted since Freshman year,” added Palmer. “To me,
money for
are honored to
Cranberry Queen is a representation of the core valtheir causes.
ues that Rider upholds, and I myself strive to maintain
JACQUELINE PALMER, SENIOR ENGLISH MAJOR represent Rider and
To round out the
are grateful to the
these same values. Rider has given me so much and
night, Cranberry
students, faculty
made me the person I am today. To be recognized for
King and Queen were announced with senior puband staff who voted for them.
such an honor truly makes me so genuinely happy. I
lic relations major Kevin Grunder landing the spot
“Winning Cranberry King was very special to me,”
have so much Rider pride and I’m so happy to now
of king and senior English major Jacqueline Palmer
said Grunder. “It reinforces the love and pride I hold
represent it in such a fantastic way.”

‘‘

To me, Cranberry Queen is a representation of
the core values that Rider upholds, and I myself
strive to maintain these same values.”

Audiences were welcomed with holiday cheer when the production of “White Christmas” took
the Bart Luedeke Center theater stage on Nov. 20. The musical featured upbeat choreography
and performances by Nick Ziobro (above), Kelly Prendergast (above left) and junior musical
theater major Margaret Warrington (above right).

PRE VIE W

‘R Factor’ holiday show to bring joy, relieve stress

S

By Jason Mount

TUDENTS can unwind from semester stressors and
celebrate the holidays with a special R-Factor
holiday concert on Friday, Dec. 2, in the Bart
Luedeke Center theater.
Assistant Director of Campus Life and R-Factor
mentor Nicholas Barbati wants to make sure that
students have some sort of stress relief around the
holidays, and he is hopeful that this special concert
will do just that.
“We always hear feedback from our students
that they need some relaxation around the times of
the holidays because of finals coming up,” Barbati
explained.
He also said the performers from the R Factor will
now have another chance to perform without being in
a competitive setting.
Sophomore elementary education major Paige
Davis, who will be performing in the holiday show,
explained that she missed singing and that R Factor
helped her perform again.
“The idea was brought to myself and [freshman
behavioral neuroscience major] Caleb Holt, who was
my partner [on the R Factor],” Davis said. “I got an
email asking if I wanted to do it, and Caleb and I
definitely wanted to.”
Barbati mentioned that each of the songs are
personally selected by the performers, as each holds a

‘‘

Mackenzie Emmens/ The Rider News

B

By Kimberly Ortiz

Emily Kelley/ The Rider News

‘White Christmas’ celebrates the season,
gets audiences feeling festive, lively

The R Factor holiday show will ring in the Christmas season on Friday, Dec. 2, in the Bart Luedeke Center theater. Mentors Nick Barbati and
Trace Kennedey will return, as well as guest mentor and former “The Voice” contestant Dez Duron. Performances will feature Christmas
classics by various student performers, including Rider’s a capella group ‘Til Further Notes.

presented during rehearsal.
“We listen to the song a lot in general because
it’s a popular Christmas song,” she
It’s a great escape for them to think about the light at the said. “But we realized that we didn’t
know as much about the song as we
end of the tunnel: the holidays.”
thought we did.”
NICHOLAS BARBATI
Despite this challenge, Davis
is positive she and Holt will “get
through it” before Dec. 2.
special meaning to the individual.
When asked about how she felt about the whole
“They selected the songs that they feel they best
process, Davis said “everyone is talented,” and that
connect to for the holiday season, so we’re going to be
this event in particular was great for her because she’s
hearing a lot of stories about our student performers
“obsessed” with Christmas songs. On the topic of
and what the holidays mean to them,” Barbati said.
what to expect for her performance with Holt, Davis
Davis commented on her and her partner’s song
said the audience can “expect something cute.”
choice, “Baby, it’s Cold Outside,” and the challenges it
The event is also going to have an appearance

by former “The Voice” contestant Dez Duron, who
performed an acoustic concert on campus earlier in
November. Duron will be filling in for previous R
Factor mentor Dani Knights, said Barbati.
“He’s going to give words of encouragement to the
students, and also perform one of his holiday songs,”
Barbati said.
The mentors’ role in the holiday show consists
of introducing the acts, sharing holiday stories and
encouraging the student performers, Barbati said.
At the end of the day, Barbati hopes that audiences
come to not only relieve stress, but to come together
as a community and celebrate the holidays with each
other.
“It’s a great escape for them to think about the light
at the end of the tunnel: the holidays,” he said.
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FROM THE EDITOR

T

HE end of the semester looms
overhead, unleashing a heavy
downpour of papers, exams
IVLÅVITXZWRMK\[WV\W[\]dents. For many, these last few weeks
WN KTI[[IZMI\QUM_PMZM_MNMMTI[
though we are drowning in the endless sea of responsibilities. There is
VW\MVW]OP\QUM\WÅVQ[P\PI\XIXMZ
and still study for that test. There is
VW_Ia\WOM\QV\W]KP_Q\POZW]X
members for that presentation. There
Q[VW_Ia_MKIVIKKMX\I+QV\PI\
KTI[[IVL\PMZMQ[VW_IaW]Z/8)[
KIV_Q\P[\IVL\PI\JTW_
)VLNWZUIVaKWTTMOM[\]LMV\[
\PQ[UWV[WWVWN M`XMK\I\QWV[KZI[Ping on us might make it seem like
there is no hope.
)TIZOMXMZKMV\IOMWN KWTTMOM
[\]LMV\[IZMNIKQVOLMXZM[[QWV
all triggered by the stress of the
ML]KI\QWVITMV^QZWVUMV\5IVaNITT
even deeper into depression as they
XZQWZQ\QbM\PMQZ[KPWWT_WZSW^MZ\PMQZ
own health.
We’ve all seen the memes and
N]VVaXW[\[WV[WKQITUMLQIITTRWSQVOIJW]\PW_KWTTMOM[\]LMV\[OM\
no sleep, barely eat or are deeply
depressed. In a way, we all relate to
the stress that these posts point out.
But in reality, about one third of
ITTKWTTMOM[\]LMV\[IK\]ITTaM`XMZQMVKMLMXZM[[QWVL]ZQVO\PM[KPWWT
aMIZIKKWZLQVO\WI[\]La
Ja\PM)UMZQKIV8[aKPWTWOQKIT
)[[WKQI\QWV<PI\LMXZM[[QWVUILM
Q\LQNNQK]T\NWZ\PW[M[\]LMV\[\W
N]VK\QWV
This is, in part, attributed to the
high levels of stress and variety of
NWZU[WN XZM[[]ZMKWTTMOM[\]LMV\[
IZM[]JRMK\ML\W.WZUIVa\PM[MNIK\WZ[KIVJMW^MZ_PMTUQVOLQ[XQZQ\QVO
IVLUMV\ITTaKZQXXTQVO
)[\PMMVLWN \PM[MUM[\MZLZI_[
KTW[MZIVL\PMXZM[[]ZM[_MNIKM
KWV\QV]M\WOZW_\PQ[Q[\PM\QUMNWZ
us to identify what we or our peers
might be feeling, as the likelihood for
lapses in our mental health will only
QVKZMI[MI\\PQ[\QUMWN \PMaMIZ
<PW]OPLMXZM[[QWVQ[KWUXTQKI\MLIVL[PW]TLVW\VMKM[[IZQTaJM
[MTNLQIOVW[ML\PMZMIZMINM_KTMIZ
[aUX\WU[QVLQKI\QVOLMXZM[[QWV
<PM6I\QWVIT1V[\Q\]\MWN 5MV\IT
Health states that irritability, persis\MV\[ILVM[[NI\QO]MQ[[]M[NWK][QVO
IVL[TMMXQVOXZWJTMU[KW]TLITTJM
[aUX\WU[;WUMQVLQKI\WZ[UIaJM
PIZLMZ\WQUUMLQI\MTa[MM[]KPI[I
TIKSWN UW\Q^I\QWVIVLTM\PIZOaWZ
no desire to do anything at all.
Those memes or silly posts online
KIVLMNQVQ\MTaJMN]VVa*]\QN WVM
third of all of us are depressed,
then maybe it’s time to take them
seriously.
We are here for a single purpose — to work our hardest to get
IVML]KI\QWVIVLMIZVW]ZLMOZMM[
However, we should all prioritize
W]ZXPa[QKITIVLUMV\ITPMIT\PI[
well as that of our friends. Before
triggering further depression or dark
feelings for the sake of a paper or
XZWRMK\_MU][\ZMUMUJMZ\W\Za\W
\ISMKIZMWN W]Z[MT^M[

<PMZMQ[VW[PIUMQVIKSVW_Tedging the state of one’s mental
health and taking advantage of the
KW]V[MTQVOWNNMZMLI\:QLMZ<PMZMQ[
IT[WVW[PIUMQVZMIKPQVOW]\\WIV
W]\[QLM\PMZIXQ[\QN VMKM[[IZa
We should remember to stay
[WKQITIVL\Za\W\ITS\WNZQMVL[VW\
Q[WTI\MW]Z[MT^M[:MUMUJMZ\WMI\
and try to get enough sleep, too.
For all the time we set aside
\WKPQXI_IaI\W]ZI[[QOVUMV\[
we should also set aside an equal
IUW]V\WN \QUM\W\ISMKIZMWN 
ourselves. We should do things that
make us happy. For some of us, that
might mean meditation, working out
or doing yoga. For others, it’s reading a good book or playing a video
game. It does not matter. Just leave
some time to do it.
Fighting depression is a battle,
IVLW^MZKWUQVOQ\Q[VW\I[[QUXTMI[
trying to smile. However, the battle
JMOQV[_Q\PQVITTWN ][IVL_MKIV
ITTJM\ISQVO[\MX[\WJM\\MZ\ISMKIZM
WN W]Z[MT^M[XPa[QKITTaIVLM[XMKQITTa
mentally.
;KPWWTQ[IXZQWZQ\aWN KW]Z[M
But getting good grades means
nothing if we are slowly drowning
QVW]Z[\ZM[[IVLLMXZM[[QWV)[\PM
semester ends and finals start to roll
onto our shores, we have to remember that our real responsibilities and
priorities are to ourselves and our
PMIT\P*MNWZMLMT^QVOQV\W[KPWWTwork, we all have to try our hardest
\W[\IVL]XLZaWNN IVLKWV\QV]M
UW^QVOJMKI][MVWVMWN ][LM[MZ^M
\WJM[]NNWKI\MLJaW]Z[\ZM[[
If anyone on campus is feeling
depressed, Rider offers counseling services.
On the Lawrenceville campus, the counseling center is located in Zoerner House and
they can be reached at (609)-896-5157.
On the Princeton campus, it is room six
in Williamson Hall and the service can
be called at (609)-921-7100 extension 8275. There are also a plethora of
resources available on Rider’s website, from
links to support sites to hotlines one can
call.
Students can also call 1(800)-273TALK (8255) to speak with a trained
counselor who can help you.

caglecartoons.com

Confront depression:
find the light
SENIOR SUGGESTIONS

W

ITH ÅVIT[IXXZWIKPQVO[WUM

[\]LMV\[IZM\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZM
W]\_PI\\QUMIVLXTIKM
would be best to study, but
what about those students who have
ÅVITXIXMZ['0W_LWaW]_ZQ\MIOWWL
ÅVITXIXMZ'<PMNWTTW_QVO[\MX[IZM\PM
WVM[1PI^MTMIZVML\PZW]OPKTI[[M[PMZM
to write at least a B paper.
First and foremost, I read the
I[[QOVUMV\1N I\MIKPMZPI[XZW^QLML
guidelines or other requirements, I try
making an outline of the paper with
them. This way, I won’t forget anything
important. Sometimes, I highlight
IVaSMaXWQV\[IVLSMMXQ\MU[[]KPI[
TMVO\PIVLKZQ\MZQINWZ[W]ZKM[QVUQVL
The next step is to have an idea
WN _PI\\WZM[MIZKPWZIVITabM1\Za
\WKWUM]X_Q\PI_WZSQVO\PM[Q[[W

I know what points I intend to make.
<PMV1PMIL[\ZIQOP\\W\PM:QLMZ
LI\IJI[M[\WNQVL_PI\[W]ZKM[_QTTJM[\
NQ\JaZMILQVO\PMIJ[\ZIK\[WN [KPWTIZTa
IZ\QKTM[-IKP[W]ZKM\PI\UI\KPM[OM\[
added to a folder to download or print
TI\MZ1N 1KIV¼\NQVL_PI\1IUTWWSQVONWZ1_QTT\]ZV\W/WWOTM;KPWTIZ
1LWV¼\][MIZMO]TIZ/WWOTM[MIZKP
JMKI][M1_IV\\WJM[]ZM1IU][QVO
ZMX]\IJTM[W]ZKM[
)N\MZNQVLQVO\PMZM[MIZKPUI\MZQIT[
VW_1PI^M\WZMIL8ZQV\QVOIZ\QKTM[
UQOP\JM][MN]TQN 1NMMTXPa[QKITTa\ISing notes would benefit me. However,
in the interest of saving paper, I usually
make a note sheet on a blank Word
LWK]UMV\
SEE PAPER WRITING
I start by
TIPS, PAGE 9
KQ\QVO\PM

¯
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GREEN CORNER

Reuse utensils, don’t send them to the landfill

A

FTER celebrating

Thanksgiving and enjoying
home-cooked meals, students should pay attention to what they’re eating their leftovers with.
We eat with plastic silverware, as they’re easy
to get rid of and don’t need to be cleaned.
But has anyone ever thought about the environmental impact of those throw-away utensils and how
much harm they can actually do?
The Environmental Protection Agency estimates
that each year, Americans generate around 14.4 million tons of plastic, which makes up about 8 percent
of the total waste that Americans discard each year.
Not only does plastic take hundreds of years to
decompose, but it is riddled with harmful chemicals.
Those plastic forks and knives are having a bigger
impact than we thought. Rider has been finding
some solutions to this growing problem, though.
The Office of Sustainability has started initiatives
that begin chipping away at the amount of plastic
waste generated by Rider’s community.
One example is a partnership with Aramark and
the Student Government Association to make plastic
tableware obsolete. Not only has Daly’s Dining Hall
progressed to metal, reusable options, but it also
switched from disposable coffee cups to reusable
mugs, thanks to Student Government Association’s

Sustainability Chair Olivia Barone.
When asked his opinion of the new mugs, Eco
Rep Kenny Dillon said, “I really like the mugs. I
think they are very useful and eco-friendly, and a
great add-on in Daly’s. I expect them to help in cutting down on the amount of waste produced.”
The next hurtle Aramark and the Office of
Sustainability aimed to conquer was “greening”
events hosted by Rider. Sustainability Manager,
Melissa Greenberg partnered with Jena Cantwell,
Aramark catering director, to obtain new, biodegradable utensils.
People around the world are looking for solutions
to plastic utensils. Narayana Peesapaty, founder of
Bakeys, a company out of India specializing in edible
cutlery, has found a solution of his own. Bakeys was
founded in 2011, when Peesapaty first learned about
the amount of disposable utensils people in India
went through every year: an estimated 120 billion
pieces. So, Peesapaty came up with edible cutlery
that is also nutritious. The pieces decompose within
four to five days, much quicker than the hundreds of
years it takes the non-edible options to. Because this
option is just as inexpensive as plastic, the popularity
is beginning to take off.
Tara Clancy, president of Circle K International

Paper writing tips
CONT’D FROM P. 8

article, and then I type a bulleted list of direct quotes with page citations underneath. This way, all the relevant information is in one, easily accessible, copy-andpastable location. While making these notes, I try to organize articles in the order I
think my paper will flow, creating another kind of outline for the paper. This outline
matches the guidelines provided in the rubric or instructions as well.
Now it’s much easier to start the paper. First, I look back to the working thesis I
made in the beginning and fix any parts to make it more specific and related to the
evidence I have found. A clear thesis makes a mini outline of the paper as well. I
put the thesis at the top of another blank document, or the outline I made from the
professor’s guidelines. For me, I find it easiest to go through the notes and start writing from there. I take each point and write as much as I can to prove my argument
using both my own analysis and the evidence I found to support it.
After writing the body and conclusion, I usually go back and read the

(CKI) at Rider, hosts service events for students looking to get involved. A past event that CKI hosted was
cutlery wrapping for the Trenton Area Soup Kitchen
(TASK). When asked about Bakeys’ edible products,
Clancy seemed intrigued, saying, “Bakeys seems
like a great idea. If TASK invested in purchasing a
Bakeys product, they would cut out the plastic waste
produced and also give their patrons a nutritious
snack with their meal. I just think it would take a
little bit to convince people to invest in the purchase.
Maybe TASK will be able to receive metal, reusable
cutlery so they can do what Daly’s does instead.”
Rider has found some solutions to the plastic
waste that students and faculty create. People like
you and me can make a difference. We do not need
to be inventors like Peesapaty to make a change. Just
by altering our normal routine, plastic waste can
greatly decrease. By investing in reusable utensils (or
taking some from home over the holidays), we can do
away with plastic.
—Lauren Margel
Lawrenceville Eco Rep

introduction to make sure I have described all needed points, and that the introduction and conclusion are unified. Then I read through to make sure the paper flows
well and move any points that need to be moved, reword sentences or add more
details where necessary. Then I read through again to find any grammatical errors.
Then the night before it’s due, I read through one last time to make sure I am
happy with it.
These tips are not something I do in one night. I take a day or two to find
research and read through articles while making notes. Then I take as many days
as I need to write (usually three or four days) and then in the two days before the
paper is due, I read through to make sure everything is good and follows the criteria
needed and is grammatically sound. So far, these tips have worked for me.
If you need help at any stage in the writing process, even help with brainstorming and developing a thesis, the Writing Center has tutors that can help. If anything, when starting a paper, please start at least a week before it’s due. A lot of
stress comes from trying to do too much at once and spreading out the work can
help alleviate that.
—Rena Carman
Senior communication studies major

Tuesday,
December 6
At 7:15 P.M. &
Wednesday,
December 7

The Last Senate meeting this
semester is taking place in
SWG 115, 11:30 A.M. -1:00 P.M.

At 7:00 P.M.

Penny Wars happening in front of Dalys’!
Bring pennies to benefit your class! Other coins
other than pennies to count against other classes.
(November 28th - December 2nd)

Kindness Week is taking place
December 5th to the 9th!

Any questions or ideas, contact sga@rider.edu
or President Ryan Hopely, hopelyr@rider.edu

Forks Over Knives

)RUNV2YHU.QLYHVH[DPLQHVWKHSUR
IRXQGFODLPWKDWPRVWLIQRWDOORIWKH
GHJHQHUDWLYHGLVHDVHVWKDWDIIOLFWXV
FDQEHFRQWUROOHGRUHYHQUHYHUVHGE\
UHMHFWLQJRXUSUHVHQWPHQXRIDQLPDO
EDVHGDQGSURFHVVHGIRRGV






Sweigart
Room 115



Brief Discussion after film

3ULQWHGRQ5HF\FOHG3DSHU
3OHDVH5HF\FOHZKHQHYHQWLVFRPSOHWH
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MEN’S SOCCER

NCAA Tournament trip to Vermont ends season

A

By Carlos Toro

men’s soccer team won
the MAAC Tournament, its season ended with its second straight
trip to the NCAA Tournament
when the Broncs took on Vermont on
the road on Nov. 17.
The Broncs (13-4-3, 7-1-2 MAAC)
lost 4-1 on the road, facing a strong
Vermont offense that had a total of 22
shot attempts. The Broncs now finish
the season as the two-time defending
MAAC Tournament champions.
Head Coach Charlie Inverso said
the season was a successful one, giving
credit to the seniors for helping elevate
the program and setting the team up
for the future.
“We have so many guys on this team
who worked hard and got us a second
straight conference title,” Inverso said.
“I think we are going to be a strong
team again next year.”
Vermont (14-7-1, 4-3 American
East) began with a goal from senior forward Brian Wright in the 25th minute.
The Broncs had plenty of opportunities
to score in the first half, taking nine
shots, but coming up empty.
Vermont doubled its lead near the
end of the first half, after a second
goal from Wright in the 43rd minute.
Wright received a through ball from
graduate midfielder Charlie DeFeo and
scored on a one-on-one opportunity
against Rider junior goalkeeper Ryan
Baird.
The Broncs had a shot at cutting the

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

FTER the

Freshman Arthur Herpreck scored Rider’s lone goal against Vermont in the NCAA Tournament.
Catamounts’ lead to one goal heading
into halftime when they were given a
free kick opportunity to close out the
half.
Senior midfielder Matt Fryc
attempted the free kick with the ball
going just wide off the right goal post
to end the first half.
Rider’s defense held strong in the
first part of the second half, preventing
Vermont from scoring within the first
25 minutes, but ultimately let up when
Vermont scored a third goal in the 71st
minute, thanks to Catamounts senior
midfielder Stefan Lamanna.

Rider scored with less than three
minutes remaining to make a 3-1 game,
but it was a little too late. The goal
was scored by redshirt freshman back
Arthur Herpreck and was assisted by
senior forward Zach Bond.
Vermont’s Wright capped off the big
day with a third goal afterwards, when
he scored with mere seconds remaining in the game after Rider scored to
complete the hat trick.
Baird may have allowed four goals,
but he still had an outstanding game,
making a career-high 12 saves from the
16 shots on target Vermont attempted

in the game.
Rider’s season started with a fourgame win streak, including victories
against teams such as Villanova on the
road and Temple at home. After the
unbeaten start, the Broncs were ranked
in the top 25 in the nation, but struggled afterwards, losing their next two
games and tying in the following game.
However, since losing at Monmouth
on Oct. 4, Rider rattled off seven wins
and two ties, which culminated in
the Broncs winning the 2016 MAAC
Tournament at Canisius.
This was Rider’s second straight
NCAA Tournament appearance. The
Broncs lost on the road in the first
round of last year’s tournament as well,
to then-defending champions Virginia.
In this year’s tournament, Virginia
defeated Vermont in the second round
2-1 in overtime.
Inverso said the progress the team
has made in the past few years is
because the players are staying the
course and believing in themselves.
“I am just indebted to these guys for
all the work they have put in,” Inverso
said. “I can’t imagine a senior class
from this program that has done more
than this group of guys. This program’s
turnaround started about three years
ago and we are set for the future. All of
these guys have been great on and off
the field.”

WRESTLING

T

By Carlos Toro
HE wrestling team competed at the 22nd Keystone
Classic on Nov. 20, with a couple of Bronc
wrestlers having top 3 finishes in the prestigious
tournament.
The Broncs participated in a stacked field in this
year’s tournament, with teams such as No. 2 Penn
State competing.
Freshman Evan Fidelibus and junior Chad Walsh
each finished third in the 141 and 165-pound weight
classes, respectively. It was another strong performance for Walsh, who opened the season winning the
Southeast Open at Virginia Tech at 165 pounds.
The Broncs competed without the services of
junior B.J. Clagon and senior Ryan Wolfe, who were
injured and could not participate in the tournament.
Despite the injuries to key wrestlers, Rider finished
sixth in the tournament hosted by Penn.
Associate Head Coach John Hangey said the
team’s finish was a solid one, considering the high
level of competition that was present throughout the
tournament.
“We had a slow start in the first round of a very
tough tournament,” Hangey said. “There were teams,
such as Penn State, that really tested us early. After
that start, we had a couple of guys come out with big
days and, overall, we wrestled hard.”
In the third place match, Fidelibus pinned Robert
Lee of Pittsburgh in 2:58. Earlier in the tournament,
he also picked up wins against Penn State’s Dom
Giannangeli by a score of 7-5 in overtime. He pinned
Northwestern’s Alec McKenna in 1:34, defeated
Harvard’s A.J. Jaffe, 13-5, pinned Virginia Military
Institute’s Steve Midkiff in 30 seconds and defeated
Drexel’s David Pearce, 9-4. It was the second straight
top-5 finish in a tournament. Fidelibus placed fifth in
the Journeymen Collegiate Classic’s 141-pound Pool B
on November 13.
Hangey recognized Fidelibus’ performance early in
his college career and said he is going to be an important member of the Broncs moving forward.

“Fidelibus had a good performance,” Hangey said.
“He lost against the number one seeded wrestler in
the field, which is a very tough draw out the gate.
After that, he wrestled very well throughout the rest
of the day. He’s one of the guys that will be key to our
success this year.”
Walsh received a forfeit from Drexel’s Austin Rose
to claim third place in his weight class. Earlier in the
tournament, Walsh won over Franklin & Marshall’s
Rob King, Penn State’s Joseph Velliquette and
Harvard’s Peter Bearse.
Junior Michael Fagg-Daves finished fourth at 184
pounds, while redshirt junior Wayne Stinson took fifth
in the 174-pound division. Stinson won his final match
to place fifth because of a forfeit from Northwestern’s
Johnny Sebastian. Earlier in the day, Stinson defeated
Drexel’s Owen Brooks, 7-2, with riding time and
Franklin & Marshall’s James Stillerman, 16-6.
Fagg-Daves battled Drexel’s Alex DeCiantis into
overtime in the third-place match before falling, 5-3.
He also defeated Franklin & Marshall’s Anthony
Mancini, 3-2, pinned Appalachian State’s David
Peters-Logue in 2:15 and defeated Sacred Heart’s
Elliot Antler, 4-3.
In the 149-pound divsion, sophomore Gino
Fluri and junior Jesse Rodgers won two bouts each.
Fluri beat Franklin & Marshall’s Sam Butler by a
score of 3-1 and then defeated Sacred Heart’s Alex
Harnsberger, 11-6. Rodgers got a 8-2 victory over
Appalachian State’s Miller Clark and battled to a 4-3
win in overtime over Pittsburgh’s Alex Murray.
Also at the Keystone Classic, sophomore Anthony
Cefolo had a win at 133 pounds. Cefolo defeated
Eastern Michigan’s Sa’Derian Perry, 6-5.
Redshirt junior Mauro Correnti also had a win at
285 pounds. Correnti defeated Sacred Heart’s John
Hartnett 10-2.
Rider will compete against Lock Haven on Dec. 3
in the first dual meet and conference meet of the season. Rider defeated Lock Haven last year 27-6 for the
Broncs’ first conference win last season. The Broncs

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Freshman throws down third-place finish at Keystone Classic

Junior Michael Fagg-Daves placed fourth at the Keystone Classic
are the current EWL conference champions. Rider’s
first home dual-meet will be against Penn on Dec. 10.
Hangey said the team’s chances of winning the
EWL again depends on how the younger wrestlers
perform throughout the season and a win against
Lock Haven is key to the Broncs’ season as a win will
help the team “get the ball rolling on early.”
The next time Rider competes in a non-dual meet
will be on Dec. 29-30 at the Midlands Championships.
“We have a lot of good, young wrestlers this year,”
Hangey said. “Once some of our big guns start to get
in a rhythm, we’ll be looking at the young wrestlers
to keep improving and they will be a much different
group come February. I think we absolutely have a
shot at winning the EWL this year. Hopefully, we stay
healthy and we bring several guys to NCAAs and even
get some guys in the podium.”

Nov. 30, 2016
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

T

By Brandon Scalea
HE men’s

basketball team maintained its winning record, after
splitting its stretch of four road
games from Nov. 16-26.
Rider (3-2) defeated Hartford to
start the season 2-0 for the first time
since 2009-10, before dropping two
straight to South Florida and Fordham.
The Broncs then snapped their losing
streak with a come-from-behind win at
Wagner.
Sophomore guard Kealen
Washington-Ives said the team is happy
with the record, but knows it could easily be better.
“I feel like we’re playing all right
right now,” he said. “We could realistically be 5-0, but we didn’t play the
way we are capable of playing each
night. We have yet to play our best
basketball.”
On Nov. 16, Rider traveled to
Hartford, a team it beat in double
overtime last year in Alumni Gym. This
time around, the Broncs didn’t need
late heroics to knock off the Hawks, as
they cruised to an 84-68 win.
Senior forward Kahlil Thomas
posted his first double-double of the
season with a dominant performance,
scoring 20 points and grabbing 13
rebounds. Senior forward Xavier
Lundy added 19 points, shooting 8
of 13 from the field. Freshman guard
Dimencio Vaughn had a breakout
night, sinking 6 out of 9 shots off the
bench for 15 points. He also added a
game-high four steals.
The game was tight in the first half,
before the Broncs pulled away late.
In the opening minutes, both teams
exchanged buckets. There were 10 lead
changes before Rider went on a 9-1
run to make it 28-20. Hartford then

recorded the next seven points to close
the gap to 28-27. However, the Broncs
led 41-35 at halftime.
Rider never relinquished the sixpoint lead, as that would be the closest
Hartford would get for the rest of the
game. Three nights later, the Broncs
headed down to Tampa for a test
against American-Conference powerhouse, South Florida (USF). Despite a
three-point lead at halftime and leading
as much as eight in the second half,
the Broncs fell just short to the Bulls,
70-65. A total of 10 turnovers and a
meager two assists in the second half
hurt Rider.
Senior forward Xavier Lundy had
another big night for the Broncs, shooting 50 percent from the field for 16
points. He just missed a double-double,
posting nine rebounds.
The home team was able to build
a lead as much as five, but the Broncs
closed the first half on a 12-4 run to
take a 37-34 lead.
Early in the second, USF came
back to take a pair of one-point leads,
threatening to pull away. But Rider
turned the small deficit into its largest
lead of the game, 53-45, with just over
11 minutes left.
After the Rider lead became 60-55,
the Bulls went on an 8-0 run to take the
lead, and they never looked back, outscoring the Broncs 15-5 the rest of the
way. Ives said the Broncs should have
won the game.
“We didn’t execute down the
stretch,” he said. “We didn’t get the
stops that we needed to seal the win.
It was a learning experience for us,
though.”
Against Fordham on Nov. 23, a
rough first half put Rider in a hole.
The team shot only 40 percent in the

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Rider stays above .500 with road split

Sophomore Kealen Washington-Ives contributed four points in the win against Wagner on Nov. 26.
first frame, to Fordham’s 45 percent.
After the game was tied 3-3 early on,
the Rams went on a 21-4 run to take
a commanding 24-7 lead midway
through the first. The Broncs were
never quite able to recover.
In the second, Rider gave Fordham
a run, closing the gap to just four at
one point. But every time the Broncs
threatened, the Rams hit a big bucket
to pull away again.
In the loss, Thomas recorded his second double-double of the season with
21 points and 14 rebounds.
On Nov. 26, Rider got back on track
with a comeback win over Wagner.
The same Seahawks team also defeated
the Broncs on a buzzer-beating putback-dunk last season at Alumni
Gym — a play that was featured on
SportsCenter’s Top 10 Plays.
In the contest, a trio of freshmen led
the way for the Broncs and was key in
the second-half surge that resulted in

the win. Vaughn, guard Stevie Jordan
and forward Tyere Marshall all had
double-digit points. Vaughn had a
game-high 13 points.
Rider trailed by as much as nine
several times throughout the game.
With 5:39 left in the second half, Jordan
hit a jumper to give the Broncs their
first lead, 57-56. The shot came in the
midst of a 14-2 Rider run. The Broncs
held onto that lead, and led by as much
as five.
After five games on the road, Rider
will finally play its home opener at 7
p.m. on Dec. 1, when Fairfield (5-1)
comes to town. Washington-Ives said
the team is excited to play at Alumni
Gym, but knows it will be a challenge.
“We will have a huge crowd there
and we are looking for our first conference win,” he said. “But we know
they’re a good team. If we play disciplined, while also being the aggressor
early, we should win.”

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Women struggle in Florida after historic 3-0 start

T

By Arianna Marino

basketball team had a strong beginning to its season, but fell short at the University
of Central Florida (UCF) Thanksgiving
Challenge.
The Broncs (3-2) battled La Salle on Nov. 17 for
their third win, starting the season 3-0 for the first
time in 34 years. Rider then traveled to Florida to take
on Central Florida and St. Bonaventure; both games
resulted in a loss.
Head Coach Lyn Milligan credited the team’s
defense for the strong start of the season and even in
the loss, the defense was not the reason Rider did not
come out victorious.
“Defensive intensity has to remain the same,”
Milligan said. “We have been getting in foul trouble,
but I feel like that has not got in the way of our intensity. When your number is called, you are expected
to do everything right on the defensive side of the ball
and to keep the pressure up.”
The Broncs defeated La Salle (3-3) 74-61 in a game
where Rider did not surrender its lead once. Senior
guard Robin Perkins led the Broncs by 15 points,
followed by junior guard Kamila Hoskova with 12
points.
Senior center Julia Duggan had her 10th career
double-double with 12 points. Duggan was one off
of her career high with 15 boards, giving her 572
rebounds and 12th best all-time at Rider.
The Broncs’ defense had a strong game and held
La Salle to no field goals and seven points on free
throws in the final 5:30 of the game.
MAAC Rookie of the Week freshman guard Stella
Johnson played 26 minutes and contributed nine

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

HE women’s

Senior Robin Perkins scored 11 points against St. Bonaventure
points, a rebound, a block and a steal.
Duggan states the game was a good test because
they were different than the team before.
“La Salle was quick and relied heavily on their
guards,” Duggan said.
This game marked the first time in 10 games that
Rider has beaten La Salle.
The Broncs’ win streak ended at the UCF
Thanksgiving Challenge in Orlando. Central Florida
handed Rider its first loss of the season, beating the
Broncs 49-30.
The Broncs were strong from the start, scoring six
straight points and kept Central Florida off the scoreboard for the first six minutes.
The Knights (5-1), however, retaliated by scoring

six points in the following 51 seconds to tie the game.
Central Florida took the lead in the first quarter and
had the lead until final buzzer.
Freshman guard Stella Johnson had a stand-out
performance with 12 points and four steals, while
senior guard Robin Perkins contributed seven.
Junior guard Kamila Hoskova and senior forward Yeliz Dogan both supplied the Broncs with six
rebounds each.
Rider did not find much luck in Orlando, as St.
Bonaventure (3-3) handed the team its second loss of
the season. After Rider got held to just seven points in
the first quarter, the Broncs defense was tough in the
following quarter, limiting Central Florida to just eight
points and went into halftime trailing the Knights
25-23.
Duggan described the two road games as a test
in respect to playing on the road, especially playing
games on back-to-back days.
“They were winnable games, but there were little
things in each game that cost us greatly,” Duggan said.
St. Bonaventure led from the start, scoring the first
seven points of the game.
Senior Julia Duggan led the Broncs with her 11th
career double-double, scoring 18 points and grabbing
12 rebounds.
Senior guard Robin Perkins contributed 11 points
and four rebounds, and Hoskova added six points,
eight rebounds and two steals.
The Broncs look to redeem themselves on Dec. 2
against Canisius on the road. It is the first of seven
straight road games for Rider. The team’s next home
game will be on Dec. 21.
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Inside today: Men’s
basketball defeat
Wagner on the road
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Global recruits make Bronc impact in MAAC

Rider athletics’ global presence has resulted in success in the past few years for a variety of sports. From left to right: senior Christian Flath, junior Ellie Smith, freshmen Daane Koch and Cyd Melendez.

T

By Carlos Toro
HEY say

it’s a small world and
Rider athletics’ melting pot of
international student athletes
proves that statement.
Across six different sports at Rider
— men’s and women’s soccer, field
hockey, women’s tennis, golf and
women’s basketball — there are a total
of 31 different international players.
That number is constantly growing; in
2013, there were only 14 international
players.
These players come from many different walks of life and countries. Just
as there are Rider student athletes coming from various states, like New York,
Pennsylvania, California and Florida,
there are student-athletes from different
countries like England, New Zealand,
Spain, Germany and several more.
For these athletes, adjusting to life
in the United States can be tough, but
the experience of living in what many
describe as “the land of opportunity”
far outweighs any feelings of homesickness or loneliness. Freshman women’s
tennis player Cyd Melendez, who is
from Puerto Rico, said being able to
leave home and attend college in the
United States has been nothing but
good memories.
“In Puerto Rico and in tennis, a lot
of people talk about how important
and beneficial it is to study outside of
our country,” Melendez said. “Despite
all of us getting a little scared or anxious about leaving our homes when we
are in college, my experience at Rider
has been so enriching that it is impossible not to enjoy my time here. So far,
I love it and I do not regret my decision. At first, it was not easy because
everything was new and different.
You’re leaving the comfort, stability and
tranquility of studying close to home,
but now it’s like an adventure being out
of your comfort zone.”

As far as the coaches for these players are concerned, adjusting coaching philosophies and managing styles
vary for each team. For field hockey
Head Coach Lori Hussong, who is no
stranger to having international players in her squad, having those players
adjust to how she runs the team is one
of the issues.
“I think the biggest challenge in
coaching our international players is
helping them acclimate to the intensity and frequency of practice sessions
necessary for our team to be a success,” Hussong said. “There is also a
difference in game strategies that they
must adjust to as well. Those who are
willing to be open to new ideas and are
appreciative of all that our program
has to offer flourish and experience
unbelievable success, while others who
are not open to new ideas and change
never seem to achieve all that they are
capable of.”
It would be easy to believe there
are various challenges with managing players on the field, but for men’s
soccer Head Coach Charlie Inverso, he
doesn’t see the players as people from
other countries, but rather athletes unified under one school.
“You know, there has not been
much of an adjustment,” Inverso said.
“Soccer is the language we speak and
we never categorize the players as
‘Americans’ and ‘internationals.’ If
anything, some of these players are
accustomed to a more tactical way of
playing the game. Still, all of these guys
have great people on and off the field.”
Recruiting outside of the country
can be different than recruiting inside
the country, but coaches see Rider as a
prime landing spot for several of these
players, especially because of where it
is.
“Rider is a relatively easy sell
because of its location, and a lot of

players respond well to that,” Inverso
said.
The Broncs’ success in the past few
years in several sports has been, in part,
a result of these players. The success
for Rider has since developed into a
winning culture for several sports and,
according to Hussong, helped shape the
future of the program.
“Our first two players from Spain,
Virginia Equsquiza and Sandra Penas,
both earned All-American status by the
end of their careers. They were huge
impact players who helped raise the
level of our program,” Hussong said.
“Anyone who was fortunate enough
to play alongside them was able to
watch and learn as their level of play
was head and shoulders above the rest.
They were both humble and respectful
toward their teammates and coaches
and both willingly took on the responsibility of knowing that their team
depended on them to lead them toward
success. They both took great pride
in their role and were exemplary role
models both on and off the field.”
There are a few players who are
given a leadership role on the team and
it has done wonders for the program.
Men’s soccer senior forward Christian
Flath, who is from Germany, was the
captain for this year’s squad. The
team won its second-straight MAAC
Tournament and has made the NCAA
Tournament for the past two years.
The unfortunate part is that some
student athletes do not reach the level
of success that they may have wanted
to achieve. Hussong said players are
better when given a big role in the team
and some players simply are not able to
step up to the plate.
“Some players thrive in that role and
some struggle with the pressure that
comes with it and they do not reach
their potential,” Hussong said.
But, the good times are plentiful,

and the coaches at Rider fondly
remember the years the international
players spent at the school. Hussong
warmly remembers the time spent
coaching several of these athletes.
“Some of our most positive memories are of time spent on and off the
field with them,” Hussong said. “We
consider Sandra and Virginia family
and when we look back on the time
that we had with them, we can’t help
but smile. The appreciation and pride
that they show toward the university
and our program is heartfelt and is as
strong today as it was when they were
with us.”
Rider sports that utilize international
players, such as soccer and field hockey,
have been extremely successful. Men’s
soccer won the MAAC Tournament in
2015 and 2016, while women’s soccer
won the 2014 MAAC Tournament.
Field Hockey has enjoyed a run of consecutive conference postseason appearances for 17 straight seasons. Melendez
helped guide the women’s tennis team
to its first win streak since 2011 and a
4-4 record this past fall season.
Melendez said the experience of
being able to come to the United States
has been a wonderful one, and athletes
and students alike are able to learn
about various world cultures while
studying at Rider.
“Learning from people all over the
world is enriching,” Melendez said.
“Not only do I get to learn different
cultures, but I’m also able to learn from
other people’s point of view in regards
to a lot of different situations in life.
Studying in another country and being
alongside so many people from all over
has been one of the best experiences of
my life. ”

